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Motivation and Aim: the great evolution of plants led to increasing during plant 
complexification: 5,700 species of green algae combined in 360 genera exist today. 
With changing of complexification of plants the specific transcription factors (TF) in 
plant genomes also have been changing with time as well as tf binding sites [1]. the 
question to figure out is: “How the presence of a TF changes the genome sequence?” 
What did evolved first? Does the transcription factor change first and then this created 
binding sites or are there already binding sites in the genome of the ancient one and the 
transcription factor evolved the binds of these one? 
the idea is to look for tfBS in genomes with or without the tf and test whether 
enrichment is detectable overall [2]. the work requires full-genome analysis of the 
families of certain plants as well as highlighting the best results (best tfBS scores 
among all).
Methods and Algorithms: Although many algorithms for recognizing TFBS exist, tools 
for using the dNA binding models they generate are relatively scarce and their use is 
limited among the biologist community by the lack of flexible and user-friendly tools. 
We use a suite of tools “morpheus” to analyse transcription factor binding sites (tfBS) 
on dNA sequences [3]. As input, the program uses a set of sequences in fAStA format 
and a PWM (Position Weight Matrix) and Python language to write scripts. We use 
library matplotlib to get a graphic interpretation of our results (histograms for best tfBS 
representing at density and arrangement in their vicinity (probability of detecting others, 
relative position [like eR-IR-dR or 10N distance for ARfBS, high density for lfy or 
mAdS also 10N]).
Availability: “morpheus” is available at http://biodev.cea.fr/morpheus/
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